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Abstract

Deciphering the many interactions that occur between a virus and host cell
over the course of infection is paramount to understanding mechanisms of
pathogenesis and to the future development of antiviral therapies. Over the
past decade, researchers have started to understand these complicated rela-
tionships through the development of methodologies, including advances in
RNA interference, proteomics, and the development of genetic tools such
as haploid cell lines, allowing high-throughput screening to identify criti-
cal contact points between virus and host. These advances have produced
a wealth of data regarding host factors hijacked by viruses to promote in-
fection, as well as antiviral factors responsible for subverting viral infection.
This review highlights findings from virus-host screens and discusses our
thoughts on the direction of screening strategies moving forward.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to propagate, viruses must gain entry into host cells, replicate, produce progeny virus,
and promote viral egress to infect new host cells, all while evading host immune defenses. Given
that viruses have a limited genome size, it is not possible for them to encode all the proteins
required for these processes. Thus, viruses have evolved mechanisms to hijack and subvert host cell
machinery to achieve these goals. In response to these invaders, hosts have evolved sophisticated
mechanisms to recognize and restrict invading pathogens. Therefore, successful viruses manipulate
hosts in a variety of ways, taking advantage of cellular pathways that are beneficial while evading
or inactivating factors that are detrimental to viral growth.

The discovery of the cellular factors that impact infection informs mechanisms of viral patho-
genesis and host-pathogen relationships. The study of viruses also provides insight into basic
cellular functions and molecular mechanisms, because viruses have learned to utilize components
for the same or similar roles performed for host cells (e.g., translation machinery). Importantly,
identification of host factors that participate in viral restriction can lead to new advances in an-
tiviral therapies, and host-targeted approaches may help to ameliorate the rapid development of
resistance against therapies that directly target viruses with high mutation rates.

Recent advances in functional genomics have allowed for the unbiased identification of cel-
lular factors involved in viral infection. Diverse screening techniques have been applied to this
arena, including loss-of-function and gain-of-function screens. When applied genome-wide, these
techniques allow for the interrogation of cellular requirements for viral infection, generating in-
formation on those factors that are most important for viral infection. Integration of other -omics
technologies, including proteomics and transcriptomics, can lead to a comprehensive picture of
the intricate interactions between viruses and their hosts. These screening platforms primarily rely
on cultured cells, and developing technologies have increased the repertoire of cell types that can
be used for screening, which is particularly important for those viruses that exhibit narrow cell or
species tropism. As more of these large-scale screens are completed, additional comparisons can be
made between cell types or between viruses. Comparing and contrasting these host dependencies
can inform our understanding of common pathways or factors that are important for infection.
This may ultimately allow for the design of broadly acting antiviral agents, which will be useful
for combating the viruses that are currently of concern to human health and may allow for a rapid
response to the yet-to-be discovered viruses of the future.

TECHNOLOGY: METHODOLOGY

Genetic Screens

Unbiased forward and reverse genetic screens allow for the examination of host cell factors that
participate in viral infection and lead to the discovery of novel mechanisms of both host antiviral
defenses and the manipulation of host factors required for infection.

Loss-of-function studies using RNA interference. The development of RNA interference
(RNAi) technology has allowed for unprecedented interrogation of the basic cellular functions
of proteins and protein networks and provides insight into the functions of previously undefined
genes (reviewed in 1–3). To date, many studies have utilized RNAi technology to deplete these
host factors to determine their significance in the context of virus-host interactions. RNAi involves
the sequence-specific knockdown of host cell mRNA, leading to hypomorphic loss-of-function
phenotypes. The most commonly used reagent for screening is the direct transfection of small
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interfering RNAs (siRNAs), which transiently knock down expression of the gene of interest.
Alternatively, short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) encoded on plasmids can be delivered via transfection
or by viral vectors, allowing integration into the host genome for long-term silencing. Both
siRNAs and shRNAs can be used singly or in a pooled format. In Drosophila cells, RNAi can be
very robustly induced by long dsRNAs. Drosophila is a highly attractive model for studying viral
infection given the conservation between Drosophila and mammalian genes and the high degree
of genetic tractability in this system (4–8).

Although it is a powerful tool, investigators must be mindful of the limitations of this tech-
nology when designing and analyzing RNAi experiments (9–11). The most significant hindrance
in gleaning high-quality data from an RNAi screen is the significant potential for false positives
due to off-target gene effects. This concern can be addressed by requiring that several distinct
siRNAs or shRNAs targeting a single gene cause a similar phenotype to minimize nonspecific
effects. Furthermore, the use of independent assays can overcome experimental artifacts. Another
concern is false negatives, which can arise from poor knockdown or from cytotoxicity (12). For
practical reasons, essential cellular genes are typically eliminated from further study, but they may
still be critical for infection by the virus. Factors that are efficiently inhibited by a viral pathogen
may not be revealed by loss-of-function approaches.

Concerns about the limitations of this technology were heightened with the publication of
several genome-wide screens utilizing a similar technology to identify host factors influencing
the same virus. When analyzing the overlap of individual factors discovered in each study, it may
at first seem surprising that the majority of genes found are not common to all (or even any
two) studies. However, a variety of technical variations can explain some of these discrepancies.
Differences in cell type, RNAi reagents, and criteria for hit selection lead to disparate results.
Further validation of gene sets by investigators would alleviate many of the false positives, such as
including at least two independent reagents in at least two separate assays. A study by Bushman
et al. (13) analyzed data from a screen done in duplicate with the same experimental conditions
and estimated that comparison of these data sets yields only 50% overlap. However, informatics
analysis reveals greater overlap when comparing the enriched pathways and processes. Detailed
reviews have discussed the many caveats associated with the generation and interpretation of data
from RNAi screening (9, 14, 15).

Another approach that may overcome some of the issues associated with large-scale screening
is narrowing the screen to focus on smaller gene sets, which increases the feasibility of performing
more replicates with independent reagents and allows higher confidence in the identified candidate
genes. Some investigators have focused on particular gene types (e.g., the kinome), whereas others
have used -omics technologies, including transcriptomics and proteomics, to identify genes of
interest that can be functionally tested using RNAi.

Haploid genetic screens. An alternative to RNAi, which functions at the mRNA level, is to
use insertional mutagenesis to generate mutant DNA alleles. This has been an invaluable tool
in identifying gene function in haploid organisms, such as bacteria and yeast. However, this
approach is challenging in diploid organisms because inactivation of only one gene copy will often
have little effect in the context of a second, fully functional copy. To overcome this challenge,
a haploid human cell line (16, 17) provides the opportunity to inactivate gene function with a
single round of insertional mutagenesis and has been used with great success to examine the
host requirements for a number of viral infections. To date, this mutagenesis approach has been
performed with either retroviruses or lentiviruses. However, the use of this technique is limited to
viruses capable of infecting the only available cell line. Additionally, validation of genes identified
should be performed in a distinct cell line, as there are likely significant alterations in a cell line
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that is viable with a haploid genome. Of course, the study of genes essential for cell growth or
survival is not possible by this approach as cells will not survive in the absence of such genes.

cDNA screens. Loss-of-function screens reveal dependencies of expressed genes. However,
many genes require induction or may not be expressed in model cell lines and, thus, would not
be identified. A complementary approach is to ectopically express genes to determine the effects
of such factors during infection. This method can also strengthen results from loss-of-function
studies if ectopic expression reveals the opposite phenotype. However, this would only be apparent
if the host factor were limiting. For those factors that are impaired or inactivated by viral infection,
loss-of-function approaches may not reveal phenotypes, whereas overexpression may overcome
the viral restriction.

Chemical Screens

One goal of genetic screens is to identify potential targets for therapeutics. Another strategy is to
directly screen for chemical inhibitors of viral infection that may target host factors. However, the
difficulty of target identification makes this approach challenging. This challenge can be overcome
by using libraries of small molecules with known targets, revealing important dependencies and
potential avenues for treatment.

Screen Design

The major hurdles in performing a high-throughput screen include optimization, miniaturiza-
tion, and robustness. The initial challenge is to determine the types of genes to be targeted. This
determination is followed by the selection of cell type, screen type, and viral assay. The sim-
plest assays often lead to the most robust downstream data, in part because simplicity facilitates
performing multiple replicates, increasing the statistical power of the analysis. With all of the
above-mentioned methods, there are many considerations that must go into designing an exper-
iment. When undertaking a screen, two important concerns are the desired scope of the study
and the establishment of a balance between the magnitude and the stringency of the screen. For
instance, the most relevant cell type for infection may not be easily transfectable, necessitating the
use of a more genetically tractable cell line. Conducting RNAi studies with relatively few genes
allows for rigorous testing of knockdown efficiency while assessing effects on infection, which is
not feasible for large-scale RNAi studies. Similarly, when analyzing data, one must carefully con-
sider the establishment of cutoffs for determining significant phenotypes and whether it is more
desirable to avoid false positives or false negatives. Valuable information can be gleaned from all
of these approaches, but rigorous validation is required, either prior to identifying a phenotype or
after identifying a gene set of interest.

Indeed, narrowing a genetic screen to focus on specific types of factors for which a collection of
reagents are available can be quite powerful. For example, some screens have focused on a subset
of genes that compose the kinome—the complement of kinases in a host cell (18). These enzymes
catalyze phosphorylation reactions and are involved in diverse cellular signaling pathways that are
likely to be engaged during infection. The so-called druggable genome is a particularly attractive
target, as it comprises cellular factors that are thought to be amenable to therapeutic intervention
(19). Another strategy is to focus on factors that physically interact with viral proteins. To date,
large-scale protein-protein interaction studies have utilized either yeast two-hybrid screening
or affinity purification–mass spectrometry (AP-MS). The combination of AP-MS and RNAi is
an increasingly popular strategy. AP-MS is not limited to binary interactions and can often be
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performed in cell lines that are representative of relevant biological tissues. Although this means
that one can enrich for and identify multiple members of a host protein complex, information
regarding direct or indirect interactions must be gleaned via other methods in follow-up studies.
Figure 1 illustrates the many options for screen design and assays.

Infection Assays

Virus infection goes through sequential steps: entry, replication, assembly, and egress. Many
viruses cause cytopathology upon successful infection. Assays have been established to measure
each step in infection or to assess viral spread to neighboring cells. For those viruses that induce
cytopathic effects, assays can be designed to select for survival of host cells as a result of inactivation
of a pro-viral factor or overexpression of an antiviral factor. Assays monitoring many steps allow
for the broadest assessment of host factor dependencies at the cost of specificity. In contrast,
screens focusing on a particular step may be easier to interpret. Many screens utilize a modified
version of a virus that allows only a single round of infection, thereby focusing on early stages of
infection but not assessing viral assembly, egress, or spread. Several flavivirus screens have been
conducted using a subgenomic replicon that encodes only the components necessary to carry out
viral replication, independent of entry or egress. In some cases, the assay selected is dependent on
the type of viral reagents available. For example, pseudotyped viral particles assess only entry and
may be the only practical assay available for studying viruses that require high containment, such as
Ebola virus. Pseudoviruses are constructed by providing the viral glycoproteins or capsid proteins
in trans such that the virus no longer encodes these genes, allowing only early steps of the viral
infection to proceed. Viral infection or replication can be measured directly by monitoring a viral
antigen or through the expression of a reporter gene encoded in the virus or present on a separate
construct but dependent on a viral product for expression [e.g., LTR-driven, Tat-dependent
reporter gene expression to assess human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection]. The reporter
gene utilized dictates the method of detection: Fluorescent protein expression can be monitored by
flow cytometry, microscopy, or a fluorescent plate reader, whereas luciferase activity is measured
by a luminometer. Each of these assays can be automated for high-throughput screening.

PRO-VIRAL FACTORS: NEW UNDERSTANDINGS
AND THERAPEUTIC TARGETS

In this section we discuss the genetic screens that have been performed to identify cellular factors
that promote viral replication. We have organized this section by virus family, primarily focusing
on the subset of factors identified in a primary screen that were selected for more in-depth studies.

Retroviruses

Retroviruses possess an ssRNA genome that is reverse-transcribed into a DNA intermediate that
integrates into the host cell genome. The Retroviridae family is composed of several genera, whose
members include viruses that have been modified for use in molecular biology, such as lentiviruses,
and the major human pathogen HIV.

Human immunodeficiency virus. Given the enormous global burden of HIV infection,
significant research efforts have been devoted to characterizing the mechanisms of infection and
to identifying host factors required for infection that may serve as therapeutic targets. To this end,
four independent large-scale RNAi screens have been published, providing invaluable insight into
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host factor requirements. The first three screens were performed with siRNA libraries (20–22),
and the fourth utilized shRNAs (23). The siRNA screens have been reviewed previously, including
an extensive meta-analysis to analyze the overlap among the studies (13, 14). The outcome of these
analyses suggests that variables such as cell type, experimental readout, and hit-picking parameters
result in a fairly low overlap in genes identified among the studies. However, common pathways
identified include Golgi vesicular transport, the nuclear pore complex (NPC), and the mediator
complex, which is required for coupling transcription factors to RNA polymerase II. Other
important findings include the requirement for ubiquitin-associated and DNA repair factors. The
siRNA screens were performed in transformed fibroblast cell lines that are quite distinct from
the natural cell types targeted by HIV in vivo. To address this limitation, a subsequent study used
shRNA pools in a Jurkat T cell line (23), selecting for those genes that, when depleted, protected
the cells from HIV-dependent cell death. Of those identified, overexpression of three of the
genes resulted in increased HIV infection, bolstering confidence in the primary data obtained in
the shRNA screen: NRF1 promotes expression of the HIV entry coreceptor CXCR4, NCOA3
promotes HIV-1 transcription, and EXOSC5 promotes proper Gag trafficking.

In a complementary screen, a cDNA library of 15,000 genes was screened to identify factors
that impact infection of HIV-IIIb in the HIV-permissive cell type HeLaCD4βgal (24). When
ectopically expressed, 315 genes led to a 2-fold change in reporter expression; this group was
enriched in genes encoding components involved in microtubule dynamics, cellular metabolism,
gene transcription, and inhibition of apoptosis. The serine/threonine kinase mixed lineage kinase
3 (MLK3) enhanced infection by 8-fold, whereas depletion with siRNAs reduced infection. The
authors showed that the MLK3 requirement is Tat dependent, leading to the speculation that
MLK3 impacts phosphorylation of JNK and activation of the transcription factor AP-1, which
may drive Tat-dependent transcription from the HIV LTR.

RNA Viruses

RNA viruses are those viruses whose genomes are composed of RNA, without a DNA intermediate
in the viral life cycle. This group comprises a diverse set of human pathogens, including both
positive- and negative-sense viruses.

Negative-sense RNA viruses. ssRNA viruses that are negative sense encode RNA genomes
that are complementary to the viral mRNA and require the production of a positive-sense RNA
strand prior to translation of viral proteins. We first discuss screens performed with segmented
negative-sense genomes and then address those with nonsegmented genomes.

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 1
Screen design and methodology. The key elements of designing a screen to identify host factors involved in viral infection are depicted:
(�) Selection of the gene set to screen can be large scale (e.g., genome-wide) or more directed (e.g., druggable genome or kinome).
(�) Phenotypic outcomes include loss of function (e.g., RNAi, haploid genetic screens) and gain of function (e.g., cDNA
overexpression). (�) RNAi screening platforms are performed with arrayed reagents (a single RNAi construct in each infection), with
pooled reagents (multiple constructs targeting a factor in each infection), or as a selection, in which only a subset of cells survive the
screen. (�) Infection assays are performed with a variety of viral constructs: wild-type virus, virus with an integrated reporter gene,
pseudotyped virus, subgenomic viral replicons, etc. (�) Statistical analysis of data is performed to select the most robust phenotypes,
followed by validation with multiple reagents. (�) Follow-up studies are carried out to decipher mechanisms of individual targets.
Abbreviations: GFP, green fluorescent protein; GO, gene ontology; IFN, interferon; ORF, open reading frame; RNAi, RNA
interference; shRNA, short hairpin RNA; siRNA, small interfering RNA.
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Orthomyxoviruses. The orthomyxoviruses are a group of segmented RNA viruses that consists
of six genera. Three of these genera—the influenza A, B, and C viruses—cause influenza in verte-
brates. Influenza A viruses are of obvious public health concern as the source of seasonal epidemic
and pandemic infections in humans.

Influenza. Multiple genome-wide screens have been undertaken to further elucidate the mecha-
nisms of influenza virus infection and the host cell requirements to support or control infection
(25–28). Several reviews have analyzed the commonalities among the findings of these screens
(29–33) and revealed overlapping results, including the nuclear RNA export factor NXF1, mem-
bers of the COPI coatomer complex, and components of the vacuolar ATPase, suggesting that
these three categories of proteins are robustly involved in influenza infection.

A more recent study combined AP-MS with siRNA screening to identify host proteins that
both interact with influenza A/WSN/33 virus-encoded proteins and are required for viral repli-
cation in HEK293 cells (34). Catenin β1 (CTNNB1) and BUB3, which is involved in the mitotic
checkpoint, interacted with influenza proteins and were also identified in large-scale RNAi screens
(26, 28, 35). Additionally, XPO1 interacted with M2 and was previously found to suppress viral
RNA and NP protein export from the nucleus (36, 37). Other factors, including GBF1, JAK1,
BRD8, and DDX55, affected the formation of virus-like particles, and known inhibitors of GBF1
and JAK1 bolstered these findings.

The first haploid genetic screen to identify factors involved in infection used influenza virus A
(PR/8/34; H1N1) in KBM7 cells (38). In this study, retrovirus-mediated gene-trap vectors were
used for mutagenesis. Cells were infected, and because influenza infection is cytolytic, the surviving
cells were isolated to determine the sites of disruption. These studies identified two independent
insertions disrupting the expression of CMAS, an enzyme required for the sialic acid–containing
receptors that are recognized by the influenza HA protein on the surface of influenza-susceptible
cells. In addition, insertions in the gene encoding SLC35A2, which transports a glycosyl donor
used for glycans that are modified by sialic acids, were also recovered. The authors confirmed that
mutants of these two factors are resistant to influenza infection, and they were able to restore that
susceptibility by transduction with cDNAs encoding the intact proteins.

Bunyaviruses. Bunyaviruses are a large group of trisegmented, negative-strand RNA viruses,
of which four families are arthropod borne. Bunyavirus infection can lead to highly pathogenic
diseases, including hemorrhagic fever, encephalitis, and hepatitis. There are no approved human
vaccines or therapeutics against this group of important pathogens.

Rift Valley fever virus. Rift Valley fever virus (RVFV) is a mosquito-transmitted human pathogen
that causes significant mortality in livestock and humans. Using Drosophila cells as a model for the
mosquito vector, Hopkins et al. (39) conducted a genome-wide RNAi screen using dsRNAs with
the live attenuated MP12 RVFV strain and a microscopy-based assay. They validated 131 genes
involved in infection, and within the gene set were 7 genes that promoted infection, including
genes involved in entry and the proteasome.

Uukuniemi virus. A genome-wide siRNA screen was also conducted with the nonpathogenic bun-
yavirus Uukuniemi virus S23 (UUKV) using two distinct siRNA libraries in HeLa cells modified
to express the entry receptor CD209 (40). Automated microscopy identified 20 factors that in-
fluenced infection upon knockdown in both libraries, including genes involved in endosomal
acidification, which is known to be required for entry. One previously unrecognized late endoso-
mal trafficking protein, VAMP3, was found to be required for intracellular trafficking of UUKV
to late endosomes during infection.
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Andes virus. Andes virus (ANDV) is a bunyavirus in the hantavirus family that is transmitted
from rodents to humans. Petersen et al. (41) performed two parallel screens that converged on
the identification of the sterol regulatory pathway as required for infection. Haploid HAP1 cells
were mutagenized with a lentivirally delivered gene-trap construct and infected with a vesicular
stomatitis virus (VSV) recombinant carrying the ANDV envelope. VSV is a lytic virus; thus,
disruption of the genes required for either ANDV entry or VSV replication allows cell survival.
Surviving cells were pooled and sequenced, and the four most highly targeted genes were in
the sterol regulatory element–binding pathway (SREBF2, SCAP, S1P, and S2P). In parallel, an
siRNA screen of the druggable genome in HEK293T cells was performed using a replication-
incompetent VSV expressing the ANDV glycoprotein and a luciferase reporter. Nine genes were
validated with independent siRNAs and were specific for ANDV entry, having no impact on VSV
replication. Among these was SREBF2, which was also found in the haploid screen, providing
independent identification of sterol regulatory element–binding pathway proteins. Further genetic
and chemical studies confirmed that the sterol pathway is essential for ANDV entry, likely at the
step of internalization. It remains to be seen whether this pathway is important for infection by
additional hantaviruses.

Arenaviruses. Arenaviruses are negative-strand, bisegmented viruses that are categorized as Old
World or New World and infect rodents as a reservoir (42). Several arenaviruses cause disease in
humans, including lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), Lassa virus, and Junı́n virus.

Lassa virus. Lassa virus is an Old World arenavirus that is endemic to West Africa; it infects
300,000–500,000 people annually (43). Entry of Lassa virus is dependent on the heavily glyco-
sylated α-dystroglycan (α-DG). Defects in the glycosylation of α-DG lead to resistance, as do
congenital disorders such as Walker-Warburg syndrome (WWS) that impair the ability of α-DG
to interact with endogenous substrates such as laminin. To determine additional factors that may
be required for α-DG glycosylation and Lassa virus entry, Jae et al. (44) performed a haploid
genetic screen that identified factors required for infection using VSV pseudotyped with the Lassa
virus envelope. They isolated mutants in the gene encoding α-DG, as well as in other genes. To
focus on those genes encoding factors involved in α-DG glycosylation, the authors independently
enriched for cells deficient in surface α-DG, thereby identifying all known Walker-Warburg
syndrome genes and confirming the link between this disorder and Lassa virus entry. Further
studies found additional factors, including TMEM5 and SGK196, required for α-DG laminin
binding and Lassa virus entry. Additional factors found to be required for Lassa virus entry in-
cluded LAMP1, as an essential intracellular receptor, and factors responsible for N-glycosylation
and sialylation (e.g., ST3GAL4) (45). The authors suggested a model in which the Lassa virus
envelope binds α-DG at the cell surface and, upon internalization into a low-pH compartment,
engages LAMP1; this engagement is dependent on sialyation by ST3GAL4. This requirement
for LAMP1 explains some species tropisms of Lassa virus.

Junı́n virus. In 2013, Lavanya et al. (46) conducted an siRNA screen of the druggable genome
to find host cell factors affecting infection of human U2OS cells with Junı́n virus, a New World
arenavirus, using a murine leukemia virus pseudotyped with the Junı́n virus glycoprotein (Parodi
strain) and encoding β-galactosidase as a reporter to monitor infection by microscopy. The authors
validated 26 factors with at least two independent siRNAs, of which 10 impacted Junı́n virus, but
not VSV, infection. Among the Junı́n virus–specific factors was CACNA2D2, a component of a
voltage-gated calcium channel, which was specifically required for viral entry. Given that drugs
against this target are in use, it may be a viable candidate for antiviral treatment.
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Nonsegmented negative-sense RNA viruses. The nonsegmented negative-strand RNA viruses
have genomes that consist of a single RNA. The viruses discussed below are all members of the
order Mononegavirales.

Vesicular stomatitis virus. There have been two genome-wide siRNA screens to identify host factors
required for VSV infection in HeLa cells using green fluorescent protein (GFP)-expressing VSV
(47, 48). Panda et al. (47) validated 72 genes and tested them for roles in infection with human
parainfluenza virus type 3 (HPIV3), a nonsegmented, negative-strand RNA virus in the family
Paramyxoviridae, and LCMV, a segmented, negative-strand RNA virus in the family Arenaviri-
dae. The authors found that 25 genes impacted these other viral infections, including the genes
encoding the COPI coatomer complex, which was required for viral gene expression. GBF and
the COPI complex were also identified as factors required for influenza, HPIV3, hepatitis C virus
(HCV), West Nile virus (WNV), Sindbis virus, and LCMV infection (5, 26, 47, 49, 50). SLC46A1,
a previously uncharacterized proton-coupled folate transporter, was specifically required for VSV
infection and likely facilitates viral entry. Whereas the screen by Panda et al. (47) was performed
under multicycle conditions, the screen by Lee et al. (48) was limited to the analysis of early
stages of infection. Those authors identified a large number of genes encoding proteins involved
in translation, and discovered that RpL40, along with a subset of cellular proteins, is specifically
required for translation of VSV and other members of Mononegavirales (51). In addition, they
found 3 genes required for entry (GPR149, PSCA, and LSM5) and an additional 20 genes that
impact replication. An analysis of both studies revealed an overlap of 8 host factors, including
4 members of the COPI coatomer complex.

Borna disease virus. Borna disease virus (BDV) is an enveloped, negative-strand RNA neurotropic
virus that mainly infects horses and other warm-blooded animals and is also thought to infect
humans. Clemente et al. (52) performed an siRNA screen against the druggable genome using
a recombinant VSV expressing the BDV surface glycoprotein in a human oligodendroglial cell
line (O1). They validated 24 genes that resulted in reduced levels of bona fide BDV infection and
used specific inhibitors to demonstrate the requirement for 3 of these genes (FURIN, CTSL, and
ADAM17) in BDV entry.

Ebola virus. In 2011, Carette et al. (17) used haploid HAP1 cells mutagenized with a retroviral
gene-trap vector to screen for factors required for Ebola virus entry using a recombinant VSV
expressing the Ebola virus glycoprotein. This infection is cytolytic, so surviving cells were selected
because they were likely protected from infection. This screen enriched for cells with mutations
in cathepsin B, which was previously found to be important for Ebola virus entry, and NPC1,
an endosomal/lysosomal cholesterol transporter that also functions in endosome/lysosome fusion
and fission. It was demonstrated that NPC1 acts as an intracellular receptor for filoviruses (53). In
a complementary study, a small-molecule screen identified NPC1 as the target of an inhibitor of
Ebola virus entry (54). Additionally, NPC1 was found to be essential for entry of Ebola virus but
was dispensable for a number of other viruses, suggesting an Ebola virus–specific role. Together,
these two studies demonstrate the power of these unbiased screens to identify new receptors.

Positive-strand RNA viruses. ssRNA viruses that are positive sense encode RNA genomes that
can be directly translated by host cell machinery.

Flaviviruses. The Flaviviridae family of viruses consists of four genera of enveloped viruses with
positive-strand ssRNA virus genomes. These are translated as one long polyprotein that is pro-
cessed into individual viral proteins by host and viral proteases. The Hepacivirus genus has only
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one member, HCV, with several distinct genotypes. The Flavivirus genus, for which the family is
named, largely consists of arthropod-borne viruses, including dengue virus (DENV), yellow fever
virus (YFV), and WNV.

Hepatitis C virus. HCV is a hepatotropic virus that infects nearly 170 million people worldwide
and can lead to the development of liver failure and hepatocellular carcinoma. Research efforts
to better understand the virus were hampered due to the lack of an in vitro system for virus
replication, but the development of cell culture systems (55, 56) over the past several years has led
to significant advances in our understanding of the virus.

Two studies have employed genome-wide siRNA screens to assess cellular factors affecting
HCV infection: Li et al. (57) used the full-length JFH-1 genotype 2a virus in Huh7.5.1 cells,
whereas Tai et al. (49) used a subgenomic HCV genotype 1b replicon reporter construct. Both
screens revealed an enrichment in Golgi vesicle binding and organization proteins, including
members of the COPI complex. Li et al. also found 30 factors that were previously identified to
influence HCV or WNV infection, including DDX3X and Raf1/MAPK3, which were found in
two additional HCV screens (58, 59). In a follow-up study, Li et al. further delineated the stage of
infection influenced by identified factors (60). In an siRNA screen of 62 host factors that physically
interacted with HCV or belonged to pathways implicated in HCV replication, Randall et al. (58)
found that RNAi machinery components, such as Dicer, promote HCV replication, consistent
with the requirement for the endogenous microRNA miR-122 in HCV replication (61).

Two studies have targeted the druggable genome (62, 63). Ng et al. (63) used an HCV genotype
1b replicon system and an siRNA library and identified nine genes, including TBXA2R, which en-
codes a G protein–coupled receptor; two genes encoding transcription factors (RelA and NFκB2);
and two genes encoding related transporter proteins (SLC12A4 and SLC12A5). Vaillancourt et al.
(62) used an adenoviral-based shRNA library and identified PI4KA as the most robust hit, which
promoted replication of the genotype 1b replicon as well as those of two additional HCV geno-
types. Because of the requirements for membrane rearrangements during HCV infection, Berger
et al. (64) screened a library of 140 membrane trafficking genes for their roles in the production of
infectious JC1 genotype 2a virus. They validated 7 factors, including PI4KA and the membrane
trafficking proteins Rab5A and Rab7L1.

Three siRNA screens have targeted the host cell kinome (59, 65, 66). In the first, the authors
used a replicon derived from HCV genotype 1b, expressing a luciferase reporter gene to monitor
replication, and confirmed the requirement for three kinases: carboxy-terminal Src kinase (Csk),
Janus kinase 1 ( Jak1), and vaccinia-related kinase 1 (Vrk1) (65). A full-length JC1 genotype 2a
reporter virus was used to identify kinases impacting entry and replication of HCV (59). Validation
experiments confirmed factors belonging to the ErbB and the MAPK signaling pathways, and
the most robust infection phenotypes were observed when targeting choline kinase α (CHKA)
and phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase α (PI4KA). Lupberger et al. (66) specifically identified kinases
that are required for HCV entry into host cells. These include epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR), ephrin receptor A2 (EphA2), and cell division cycle 2 kinase (CDC2), which were required
for cell entry for all of the major HCV genotypes in many different cell types.

Many of these screens have identified a dependence on PI4KA, which is likely required for
the formation of the membranous structures that serve as the site of viral replication (49, 57, 59,
60, 62, 64). The involvement of PI4KA was further characterized by colocalization experiments,
which showed that PI4KA and HCV NS5A are closely associated in infected cells, and NS5A was
shown to enhance PI4KA enzymatic activity (67).

HCV exhibits highly specific cell tropism; in an elegant screen to identify factors required
for entry of host cells by HCV, the Rice laboratory (68) generated a cDNA library from the
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Huh7.5 cell line. This was transfected into a nonpermissive mouse cell line, NIH3T3, ectopically
expressing human CD81, SR-B1, and CLDN1, which are thought to be critical for HCV entry,
to identify additional factors that could increase susceptibility (68). The screen utilized lentiviral
particles pseudotyped with the HCV glycoproteins E1 and E2. This led to the discovery that
occludin, a protein present in the tight junction complex of polarized epithelial cells, promotes
HCV entry. This, along with previous studies, shows the utility of screening methods to identify
novel entry factors (69, 70).

Two recent studies combined proteomics and RNAi to identify host factors that physically
interact with HCV proteins to influence infection (71, 72). Germain et al. (72) performed AP-MS
to generate an HCV-host protein-protein interactome with 7 HCV proteins ectopically expressed
in HEK293T cells. The authors screened 234 interacting factors by RNAi using a genotype 1b
replicon and a full-length genotype 2a virus and found that 32 genes were required for HCV
replication. Ramage et al. (71) also used AP-MS, performing parallel studies in HEK293T and
Huh7 hepatoma cells with all 10 HCV proteins. Using shRNAs to knock down a subset of selected
interactors and a full-length JC1 genotype 2a reporter virus, they identified 75 host proteins
influencing infection. Through integration of the proteomics and RNAi studies, an HCV-host
interactome was developed that consisted of 134 host proteins, revealing an enrichment in factors
associated with mitochondrial function, Golgi vesicle transport, and RNA processing. Further
characterization of WIBG, an RNA-binding protein associated with nonsense-mediated decay
(NMD), revealed an important role for NMD in HCV infection. Indeed, HCV infection leads to
an accumulation of NMD substrates, indicating an inhibition of NMD. NMD likely has broader
roles in virus infection, because recent studies found that this pathway is antiviral against Sindbis
virus and potato virus X (73, 74).

West Nile virus. A genome-wide siRNA screen using HeLa cells to identify host factors involved
in WNV (strain 2741) infection employed an image-based assay to detect the expression of the
viral envelope protein (75). The authors identified 20 ubiquitination factors, including members
of the endoplasmic reticulum–associated degradation (ERAD) pathway, that promoted infection.
Substrates targeted by the ERAD pathway are ultimately degraded by the proteasome, and the
authors showed that proteasomal inhibition also attenuated WNV infection. Notably, these factors
were also assessed for an effect on DENV infection, and many components of the ERAD pathway
were important for infection with both of these viruses. Gilfoy et al. (76) used a druggable genome
siRNA library and replication-incompetent luciferase-expressing WNV replicon particles in Huh7
cells and identified 50 genes that were queried across multiple cell lines and assays, validating two
subunits of the proteasome, PSMA1 and PSMA2, consistent with findings by Krishnan et al.
(75). In a genome-wide RNAi screen in insect cells using a microscopy-based assay with WNV
(strain NY2000), 96 genes promoted infection (4). Of these, 30% encoded factors involved in
clathrin-mediated endocytosis and acidification, the known entry pathway of WNV. This screen
also validated the role of the signal-recognition particle in viral infection, which is likely required
for translation of the polyprotein.

Dengue virus. DENV infects approximately 300 million people annually and is transmitted by
mosquitoes to humans (77). Sessions et al. (6) performed a genome-wide RNAi screen in Drosophila
cells by monitoring viral gene expression via image analysis using a Drosophila-adapted DENV,
DENV2; 118 host genes promoted infection, and 82 conserved genes were tested for their roles in
human Huh7 cells. When depleted, 42 of these factors impacted DENV2 infection in human cells.
Further study suggested that FLJ20254 (TMEM214), TAZ, EXDL2, and CNOT2 are required
for early events, whereas NPR2 and SEC61B are required later. FLJ20254 (TMEM214), which
is involved in responses to endoplasmic reticulum stress, is also required for gene expression of
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other RNA viruses, including YFV and coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3), suggesting that this pathway is
regulated during infection by multiple viruses (78).

Yellow fever virus. A genome-wide siRNA screen in Huh7 cells using the YFV vaccine strain
17D (YFV-17D) was analyzed by microscopy (79). GRK2 promoted infection in both Huh7 cells
and mouse embryonic fibroblasts. Furthermore, GRK2 promoted DENV and HCV replication,
indicating that it is involved in the replication of diverse flaviviruses.

Alphaviruses. Alphaviruses are enveloped, positive-strand ssRNA viruses that are transmitted
from mosquitoes, including the prototypical Sindbis virus and the emerging chikungunya virus
(CHKV) (80).

Sindbis virus. Sindbis virus is the prototypical alphavirus and has been used in two genome-wide
RNAi screens: one in insect cells (5, 81) and the other in mammalian cells (50). The screen in
Drosophila cells used Sindbis virus encoding a GFP reporter coupled with a high-content assay
to validate 57 genes required for infection and 37 genes that restrict infection (5). Furthermore,
∼40% of the genes required for infection were involved in entry, including one encoding a cell
surface receptor, NRAMP, that is used as a receptor in both insect and human cells (81). The
authors identified additional genes, including VCP and SEC61A, that encode proteins that regulate
trafficking of this receptor (5). The genome-wide RNAi screen in human U2OS cells validated 62
genes that restricted infection and 56 genes that enhanced infection when targeted by multiple
siRNAs (50). Further study found that Fuz and TSPAN9 were required for virus internalization
and fusion, respectively. Both screens identified the vATPase and the COPI coatomer as required
for infection.

Picornaviruses and picorna-like viruses. The picornaviruses are a family of nonenveloped,
positive-strand ssRNA viruses that includes many important human pathogens, such as rhinovirus,
poliovirus, and CVB (82).

Drosophila C virus. The first genome-wide RNAi screen to identify cellular factors required for
infection was performed in Drosophila cells using the picorna-like Drosophila C virus (DCV) (83);
112 genes were validated, including 68 genes encoding ribosomal proteins and other translation
factors (e.g., RACK1) that result in reduced DCV infection when depleted, as determined by
antibody staining. DCV and other picornaviruses use internal ribosome entry sites for translation,
and the authors found that internal ribosome entry site–dependent translation is more sensitive
to depletion of ribosomes than is canonical cap-dependent translation in insect and vertebrate
cells for both DCV and poliovirus. Recent studies confirmed these results and found that HCV
is also sensitive to the levels of the ribosomal protein machinery, with a specific dependency on
RACK1 (84, 85), which was also identified in the genome-wide screen (83). The Drosophila screen
was the first to identify the COPI coatomer complex as required for infection by both DCV
and poliovirus in insect and human cells, respectively (83). Many subsequent screens have also
identified dependencies on the COPI coatomer complex for viral replication (5, 25–28, 47, 49,
50, 57), making this an essential host factor across disparate viruses, although the requirements in
different viruses may be mechanistically distinct.

Coxsackievirus B and poliovirus. Enteroviruses can cross the blood-brain barrier and cause
encephalitis. To identify factors that may play roles in this process, Coyne et al. (86) performed
an siRNA screen against the druggable genome in polarized human brain microvascular cells
(HBMEC) for genes that impact poliovirus and CVB using a microscopy-based assay. There
were 63 factors that impacted both viruses, whereas 23 genes were specific for poliovirus and 31
for CVB. Members of the adenylate cyclase family (ADCY1, ADCY4, ADCY6, and ADCY7)
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that catalyze the conversion of ATP to cAMP, along with many factors that are dependent on
cAMP levels for activation, were important for both viruses. These included both cAMP protein
kinase (PKA) and the cAMP-response element (CRE)-binding protein (CREB), a transcription
factor. Interestingly, the authors found that the small GTPase, Rab17, specifically regulated CVB
but not poliovirus infection, whereas a distinct Rab, Rab34, regulated poliovirus but not CVB
infection, suggesting that different vesicular trafficking proteins regulate specific enterovirus
infections. Tyrosine kinases were also identified as regulating enterovirus infection. However,
whereas CVB infection was influenced by the Yes tyrosine kinase, poliovirus infection was
affected by the Lyn tyrosine kinase. These comparisons demonstrate that similar viruses can
hijack different members of the same class of protein for replication.

DNA Viruses

Poxviruses. Poxviruses (of the family Poxviridae) are large dsDNA viruses that include several
pathogenic members, including smallpox virus.

Vaccinia virus. The prototypical poxvirus is vaccinia virus (VACV), which has been exten-
sively studied using screening. One of the established routes for cell entry of VACV is through
macropinocytosis, a process that requires the activation of kinases (87). Moser et al. (7) screened
kinases and phosphatases for entry factors using VACV WRN expressing β-galactosidase via
an image-based screen in Drosophila cells and identified a requirement for all three components
of the AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK). Further study found that AMPK is required for
macropinocytosis and VACV entry in insect and vertebrate cells. However, because Drosophila
cells abort VACV infection before genome replication (88), the screen provided information only
on very early events. Mercer et al. (89) performed an siRNA screen of the druggable genome in hu-
man HeLa cells using a mature virion form of VACV expressing GFP. Upon depletion, 188 genes,
including the gene encoding AMPK, inhibited VACV gene expression (90). They further charac-
terized a large group of genes encoding factors involved in ubiquitylation and proteasomal degrada-
tion and found that the proteasome is required for viral uncoating and genome release. Moreover,
Cullin-3-dependent ubiquitylation and proteasome function were required for DNA replication.

Sivan et al. (91) used VACV IHD-J/GFP derived from a virus strain that expresses GFP and
has a point mutation that accelerates the release of progeny from the cell surface (92). Genome-
wide RNAi screening in HeLa cells identified roles for many factors, including the translation
machinery as well as the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. In particular, the authors identified a role
for nuclear pore (Nup) proteins in virion morphogenesis, providing insight into a previous report
that suggested a role for the nucleus in VACV replication, which occurs in the cytoplasm (93).

A genome-wide pooled shRNA screen in A549 cells used a modified VACV expressing the
core protein A4L fused to a fluorescent reporter (94). Infected cells were fluorescence-activated
cell sorted from reporter-negative cells to enrich for cells in which a host protein essential for
VACV replication, but not essential for host cell survival, had been suppressed. The top 172 genes
(targeted by at least two shRNAs) were rescreened, 34 genes were validated, and 7 genes, including
HSF1, were found to be positive in all replicates. HSF1 is a transcription factor, and analysis of
the VACV-induced host genes revealed an enrichment in genes encoding HSF1-binding sites.
The authors showed that HSF1 is activated (through an unknown mechanism) and localizes to the
nucleus during VACV infection, and that loss of HSF1 results in decreased VACV gene expression.

It is also possible to use RNAi to target the viral genome. Whereas RNA viruses have only a small
number of gene products, some DNA viruses have a much larger gene product repertoire, with
many of unknown function. To identify the roles for these genes, Kilcher et al. (95) performed
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an RNAi screen targeting 80 VACV genes that are conserved in other poxviruses to discover
virally encoded factors required for intermediate gene expression. They found 15 VACV genes
that impacted intermediate expression; four of these genes affected the prereplication complex
and one gene, D5, was required for core disassembly. This approach may be widely adopted to
query open reading frames in large viruses.

Papillomaviruses. Papillomaviruses are nonenveloped DNA viruses that are of great significance
to human health, as they include human papillomavirus (HPV), the causative agent of the majority
of cervical cancers (96).

Human papillomavirus 16. To evaluate cellular factors required for HPV16 entry, two screens
have been conducted in HeLa cells using an HPV16 that encodes a modified pseudogenome
expressing GFP (97, 98). This allows the identification and image-based quantification of cells in
which the pseudogenome has been successfully uncoated, imported into the nucleus, transcribed,
and translated. Lipovsky et al. (98) screened in HeLa S3 cells using a pooled, genome-wide library
and validated 92 genes with two or more siRNAs. Analysis revealed an enrichment in Golgi
stack and trans-Golgi network factors. Genes encoding proteins involved in retrograde transport
were confirmed through the use of small-molecule inhibition. Furthermore, a component of the
retromer, VPS26, which was a robust hit in this screen, was shown to interact with the HPV16
protein L2. The authors proposed a model in which HPV16 hijacks the retromer for escape from
the endosome to another vesicle, perhaps avoiding host antiviral mechanisms. An siRNA screen
of the druggable genome validated 162 genes and further explored the role of mitosis regulators
to find that HPV16 requires nuclear envelope breakdown during mitosis for the viral DNA to
access the nucleoplasm (97).

Overview of Pro-Viral Factors

A subset of established and novel pro-viral contact points are depicted in the cellular diagram in
Figure 2. While this is by no means a comprehensive picture of all pro-viral factors identified
in screens, we highlight several factors that have been found in multiple screens, with multiple
viruses, as well as new findings that are of particular interest or for which follow-up or mechanistic
studies were performed.

ANTIVIRAL FACTORS: INTERFERON-STIMULATED
GENES AND BEYOND

There has been an explosion of studies aimed at identifying cellular factors that restrict infection.
Many of these have focused on interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs), because many known antiviral
factors are transcriptionally induced following interferon production in response to viral infection.
Some studies have ectopically expressed ISGs to determine those that are sufficient to restrict viral
infection, whereas other studies have performed loss-of-function screens to identify genes that are
required for interferon-dependent restriction.

Interferon-Stimulated Genes and Interferon Effector Genes

Viral infection is sensed by pattern-recognition receptors, which leads to the induction of type
I interferons. These are released by cells and bind to their receptors on both infected cells and
bystander cells to transcriptionally induce hundreds of genes, collectively known as ISGs, which
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Figure 2
Pro-viral factors identified in screens. An illustration of select cellular pro-viral factors identified in screens, with the viruses targeting
each component indicated. This figure is not comprehensive; rather, it depicts several factors that have been found in multiple screens,
with multiple viruses, as well as new findings that are of particular interest or for which follow-up or mechanistic studies were
performed. Abbreviations: BDV, Borna disease virus; CVB, coxsackievirus B; DCV, Drosophila C virus; DENV, dengue virus; ER,
endoplasmic reticulum; HCV, hepatitis C virus; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HPIV3, human parainfluenza virus type 3;
HPV, human papillomavirus; LCMV, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus; RVFV, Rift Valley fever virus; UUKV, Uukuniemi virus;
VACV, vaccinia virus; VSV, vesicular stomatitis virus; WNV, West Nile virus. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 99.

induce an antiviral state (100). Although some of these genes encode known antiviral effectors,
the activities of the products of most of these genes are largely unknown. Given the potential
antiviral roles of ISG proteins, several groups have conducted screens in which they specifically
inhibit (101–105) or overexpress ISG proteins (101, 106–115) to directly test their function in
restricting viral infection, and the majority of these screens have been previously reviewed (100,
116–123). Additional screens have been developed that test the role of ISG proteins in antiviral
signaling pathways. Here we discuss recent studies that identify upstream modulators of interferon
signaling and ISG transcription and highlight non-ISG antiviral host factors found in screens.
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Transcriptional Modulators of Antiviral Signaling

Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are pattern-recognition receptors that can respond to viral infection,
some of which recognize viral nucleic acids (124, 125). Transcriptional profiling of TLR responses
to a number of stimuli, including poly(I:C) treatment, identified 280 genes (126, 127), and the 17
most highly induced factors were assessed for their requirement in TLR-dependent gene expres-
sion using shRNAs. The tyrosine kinase adapter Crkl was phosphorylated during stimulation of
TLR signaling and was required for full induction of a subset of TLR-responsive genes. Functional
studies also revealed a role for polo-like kinases (PLKs) in TLR signaling. Indeed, inhibition of
PLKs blocked the nuclear translocation of IRF3, an important antiviral transcription factor, and
inhibited the transcription of TLR-dependent antiviral genes in response to several viruses.

Several studies have utilized RNAi to identify novel regulators of ISG expression. In one study, a
combination of bioinformatics, transcriptomics, and proteomics was used to develop a set of genes
with potential roles in DNA sensing (128). In total, 809 candidate genes were identified based on
this and previous studies (128–131). These were screened by RNAi in mouse embryonic fibroblasts
for their role in dsDNA-dependent gene induction by monitoring expression of the ISG CLCX10.
Further study found 4 factors that enhanced and 10 factors that abrogated innate immune responses
to retroviral infection upon depletion. A factor required for signaling, ABCF1, was found to interact
with two putative DNA-sensing factors, HMGB2 and IFI204. In another study, 245 ISGs were
targeted by shRNAs to determine an effect on WNV infection in interferon-β-treated HeLa
cells (102). The authors discovered one ISG protein, activating signal cointegrating complex 3
(ASCC3), that was a negative regulator of interferon signaling. Depletion of ASCC3 resulted in the
upregulation of several ISGs and inhibited infection by WNV, CHKV, and encephalomyocarditis
virus (EMCV). Varble et al. (104) used a pooled library of Sindbis viruses carrying miRNA mimics
against the cellular genome. They serially passaged the viruses to enrich for those encoding miRNA
mimics that targeted restriction factors and identified two transcription factors, Zfx and Mga, that
induced the expression of ISGs.

Two recent overexpression studies also found regulators of ISG expression. Schoggins et al.
(112) overexpressed 350 ISGs to determine activity against 14 different viruses in a variety of cell
types; they identified 47 genes whose products restrict infection of at least one virus and 25 genes
whose products have pro-viral functions. Among the restriction factors was the cytosolic DNA
sensor cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS), which inhibited several RNA viruses. In another study,
a genome-wide, high-throughput cDNA overexpression screen was conducted using luciferase
expression driven by the IFIT1 promoter as a reporter for ISG induction in Huh7 cells (113).
The authors identified 15 genes encoding proteins that induced ISG expression, including known
regulators, such as MAVS and IRF1, along with tyrosine kinase nonreceptor 1 (TNK1), which
they found to act through the JAK-STAT pathway by promoting phosphorylation of STAT1.
Another cDNA screen identified 9 genes that potentiated STAT1 signaling including TLX, an
orphan nuclear hormone receptor (132).

Other Antiviral Factors

Emerging data from many screens suggest that antiviral factors can be broadly active against
diverse viruses. In the mammalian WNV RNAi screen, Krishnan et al. (75) found that all 22 genes
that were antiviral were also active against DENV, whereas only 36% of the genes that promoted
infection were active against both WNV and DENV. Further, they found that SLC16A4, a plasma
membrane–associated transporter of monocarboxylic acids, restricted infection by delaying viral
replication.
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A screen with WNV in Drosophila cells, optimized to identify restriction factors, validated 50
genes that restrict infection (4). Further analysis found that many of these were antiviral against
additional viruses, including 7 genes that were antiviral against a second strain of WNV as well
as against DENV, Sindbis virus, RVFV, and VSV. These included the gene encoding RuvBL1,
which the authors found to work through the Tip60 chromatin-remodeling complex. Another
broadly antiviral gene encodes XPO1, a nuclear export protein required for the mRNA export of
several factors, including aldolase A (ALDOA), also shown to be a viral restriction factor through
an unknown mechanism. Other complexes found to be potently antiviral, including the mediator
complex, were found in other screens (20–22).

Comparative screening with poliovirus and CVB found that 77% of genes that restricted
infection impacted both viruses, including the genes for TLR8 and IRAK1, which are involved in
type I interferon signaling that has been previously implicated in enteroviral infection, along with
the genes for Akt and MAPKs, which had not previously been identified as restriction factors (86,
133). These results were bolstered through the use of chemical inhibition and overexpression of
dominant-negative mutants, which upregulated and downregulated infection, respectively.

RNA Biology

Viruses present diverse RNAs to cells and must perform sophisticated gymnastics to replicate their
genomes. Therefore, it is not surprising that many antiviral factors are involved in RNA biology.

A small-scale screen using dsRNAs targeting 100 genes in Drosophila identified Ars2 as a host
factor restricting VSV infection (134). Analysis of a panel of RNA viruses found that Ars2 was
broadly antiviral at the level of RNA replication and stability. In insects, RNAi is antiviral, and
Ars2 is required for siRNA- and miRNA-mediated silencing, physically interacting with the cap-
binding complex (CBP20 and CBP80) as well as with the upstream components of the silencing
machinery (134, 135).

Hopkins et al. (39) performed a genome-wide RNAi screen in Drosophila cells to identify
genes involved in RVFV infection using the MP12 strain and microscopy. They found that 124
validated genes restricted infection and 7 genes promoted infection. Of the antiviral genes, 3
encode components found in P bodies, foci in the cytoplasm that consist of enzymes involved
in mRNA turnover, including Dcp2, me31b, and LSM7, which are also implicated in mRNA
decapping. Colocalization experiments suggested that the RVFV N protein localizes to P bodies
and that Dcp2 restricts infection in adult flies and in mosquito cells. Moreover, the authors found
that RVFV cap-snatches primers for transcription from host mRNAs destined for degradation by
the decapping enzyme Dcp2. Recent studies also found that decapping is antiviral against RVFV
in human cells (136).

Many DEAD box helicase proteins, including RIG-I and MDA5, act as sensors for viral in-
fection (137–139). In a screen of conserved DEAD box helicases that influence RVFV infection
in Drosophila cells (140), me31B, CG10333, and Rm62 were found to be antiviral factors. me31b
was also identified in the genome-wide screen and thus validated the assay (39). Further study was
performed on Rm62, which was found to act as a restriction factor against bunyaviral infection in
flies but had no effect on several other viruses tested. In human U2OS cells, DDX17 restricted
bunyaviral infection, and further studies showed that DDX17 directly binds to RVFV RNA to
restrict viral infection, highlighting a new pattern-recognition receptor.

The avoidance of RNA decay and associated machinery is clearly important for RNA viruses.
In 2014, Balistreri et al. (73) conducted a genome-wide siRNA screen of HeLa cells infected with
Semliki Forest virus (SFV). Among the most significant phenotypes observed was an increase in
SFV infection upon depletion of UPF1, a central component of the NMD pathway, and this
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restriction occurred at the level of viral RNA. Additional factors involved in NMD were also
restrictive, suggesting that NMD functions in the direct degradation of viral RNA. Taken together
with other recent reports of the engagement of NMD in viral infection, this finding identifies the
NMD pathway as an exciting new area of research (71, 74).

A recent study utilized an RNAi screening approach, coupled with a meta-analysis of data sets
from previous studies including RNAi, proteomics, yeast two-hybrid screening, and transcrip-
tomics analyses, to develop a set of 204 host factors that may be important for HCV infection
(141). Further screening validated 40 genes that facilitate HCV replication and 16 genes that
restrict infection. Among the antiviral factors was heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K
(HNRNPK), which interacts with the HCV core and NS3 proteins as well as HCV RNA and acts
to suppress HCV particle production. The authors speculated that HNRNPK acts to sequester
HCV RNA, preventing the formation of virions. Interestingly, the role of HNRNPK seems to be
specific for HCV, as HNRNPK did not impact DENV.

THE FUTURE OF SCREENING

Although we have gleaned valuable information about viruses and their relationships with host
cells from the screens described above, the future holds even more promise. The generation of
tailored gene sets, improved bioinformatics analysis, and increased validation of data will facilitate
new discoveries. Furthermore, improvements in existing technologies and the emergence of new
methodologies promise to reveal additional insight into virus-host interactions. In this section, we
highlight the improvements and the new technologies that we anticipate will be critical to viral
screening strategies in the future.

Improved Validation of Gene Sets

Some of the more recent studies we highlight in this review utilize multiple lines of evidence to con-
verge on significant pathways in viral infection. The most common strategy is the incorporation of
data from gene expression and protein-protein interaction studies. Moving forward, establishing
parameters for standardization in screens will allow for more direct comparison of data and may
eliminate some of the variability inherent in multiple, large-scale screens. Databases established for
comparisons between RNAi studies, such as Minimum Information About an RNAi Experiment
(MIARE; http://miare.sourceforge.net) and GenomeRNAi (142), will certainly aid in these ef-
forts. Two very recent studies developed unique statistical methods to rigorously identify the most
important targets. In the first study, the authors used a method termed the Parallel Mixed Model
(PMM), which incorporates both the degree of knockdown and a false discovery rate for each fac-
tor tested (143). This method was applied to a screen using a single-kinome RNAi library to screen
eight distinct pathogens: five bacterial and three viral (adenovirus, rhinovirus, and VACV). Using
11 siRNAs obtained from three different vendors and a common protocol for all pathogens, the
authors were able to identify both generic and specific factors influencing infection. In the second
study, Zhu et al. (144) employed a screen using multiple orthologous RNAi reagents and integrated
results from previous screens, gene expression data, and a statistical method [RNAi gene enrich-
ment ranking (145)] to determine factors affecting HIV infection. This approach confirmed many
of the shared targets established from previous screens, as well as identifying some novel genes.

New Reagents

We can expect that emerging technologies, as well as advances in existing technologies, will provide
a number of new tools that can be added to the repertoire of high-throughput screening reagents.
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Gene-trapped KBM7 cell library. The utility of haploid genetic screens for the analysis of
factors required for infection has been demonstrated in a number of screens discussed in this review
(17, 41, 45). Recently, Bürckstümmer et al. (146) developed a reversible gene-trap collection that
can be used to screen for a phenotype of interest. This collection is available to the scientific
community and can be used to determine the effect of specific disruptions on viral infection
(http://clones.haplogen.org).

CRISPR-Cas9. The advent of DNA-editing technologies has transformed our ability to perform
genetic studies in a variety of systems, including the alteration of mammalian cells. This technology
has been developed from RNA-guided endonucleases termed Cas9 from the microbial adaptive
immune system known as the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)
system. It allows the targeted editing of any part of the genome using a short RNA guide and
has been successful in the modification of traditionally intractable systems (147–149), allowing for
studies of viruses exhibiting strong cell tropism in difficult-to-transfect cell types. Recently, Shalem
et al. (150) published a study in which a genome-wide CRISPR-Cas9 library was generated and
used for screening purposes. As this revolutionary technology continues to develop, these library
reagents will be applied for the study of viral infections.

cDNA libraries. Several gain-of-function studies have been analyzed in the context of viral
infection through the use of overexpression libraries (24, 68, 107, 108). The availability of a
collection of overexpression constructs also facilitates confirmation of the specificity of phenotypes
identified in RNAi screens. As with any technology, cDNA libraries continue to improve in recent
iterations (e.g., fully sequenced, various isoforms). As such, the generation of an increasingly robust
genome-scale cDNA expression collection available in a lentiviral vector format will enable both
targeted experiments and high-throughput screens in diverse cell types (151).

Integration of Other Data

The integration of multiple types of experiments allows for many different perspectives on the
changes that occur in host cells during infection, as well as providing multiple lines of evidence
for the involvement of a particular factor or pathway.

Transcriptomics. Transcriptomics data provide a window into the myriad changes in gene ex-
pression that are triggered by viral infection. Monitoring the transcriptional responses to viral in-
fection can provide a more integrated view of the manipulation of host cells and can also be used to
define a gene set for subsequent screening. To date, this approach has primarily been used to iden-
tify interferon-stimulated antiviral host factors, but it can be applied more broadly in the future.
Whole-transcriptome changes have been traditionally monitored by microarray, but the develop-
ment of RNA sequencing technology gives a more in-depth analysis of RNA profiles, including
splice forms and noncoding RNAs, which have been difficult to capture with microarrays (152).

Proteomics. Proteomics technologies have been improving in sensitivity and accuracy. There
are many additional proteomics techniques that can be used to monitor host changes in virally
infected cells. Protein abundance studies provide information regarding global changes in host
protein expression or degradation and can allow these changes to be assessed in a temporal manner
during infection. Another critical parameter in monitoring the host cell environment is changes
in posttranslational modifications, including phosphorylation, ubiquitylation, and methylation.
These modifications can inform both the changes initiated by the cell to combat viral infection and
the host pathways and proteins that are manipulated by the virus. Several of the studies highlighted
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here have incorporated the use of proteomics as a complementary approach to screening. The
screens discussed here have specifically utilized protein-protein interaction studies to focus RNAi
screening on factors that function in virus-host protein-protein complexes (34, 71, 72). This
technique allows targeted identification of host proteins that both physically interact with viruses
and have an effect on infection. A recent review detailed the contributions of proteomics studies to
our understanding of virus-host interactions and highlighted the research potential in continuing
to employ these techniques (153).

Metabolomics. In addition to other approaches, untargeted metabolomics using liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS)-based methods can identify metabolite alterations
in extracts from virally infected as compared with naive cells. LC-MS metabolomics is extremely
sensitive, allows for the detection of thousands of molecules from complex mixtures, and can be
used to analyze both hydrophobic and hydrophilic metabolites (154). Additionally, this approach
can potentially identify structurally novel metabolites that are produced during viral infection
(154). This technique can be used to examine the changing physiology of a cell during viral
infection, providing insights into how host cells are manipulated.

Human genetics. The integration of information obtained from human genetics studies has
provided insight into host factor dependencies for viral infection, such as human CCR5 variants
associated with HIV resistance (155). In the future, data from these genetic techniques can be
utilized to compile candidate gene sets for virus-host interaction studies.

Genome-wide association studies involve the comprehensive identification of single-nucleotide
polymorphisms in the genome across a population to determine variations that are associated with
susceptibility or resistance to a particular disease. As the experimental costs are reduced, the
sequencing of a genome or an exome (the subset of the human genome that is protein-coding) is
becoming routine and will likely be incorporated into screening data sets in the future, leading to
new discoveries in virus-host interactions (156).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thus far, screening techniques have provided a wealth of information regarding host-pathogen
interactions during viral infection. The growing number of these studies across viral families pro-
motes the comparison of data sets and the identification of common factors across viral infections.
However, it is becoming clear that guidelines for data analysis and hit selection would increase the
likelihood that genes identified play bona fide roles in infection. We hope that the combination
of improving technologies, better validation of gene sets, and standardization in data analyses will
promote a deeper understanding of virus-host interactions to aid in the treatment of humans and
animals during viral infection.
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